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Kensington MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen for MacBook
Pro 13"

Brand : Kensington Product code: K58360WW

Product name : MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen
for MacBook Pro 13"

MagPro Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen for MacBook
Kensington MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen for MacBook Pro 13". Maximum screen size: 33 cm
(13"). Aspect ratio: 16:9. Suitable for: Laptop, Type: Framed display privacy filter. Surface finish: Matt,
Light transmission: 22%

Design

Suitable for * Laptop
Type * Framed display privacy filter
Product colour Black, Transparent

Features

Display filter features * Anti-glare
Display types supported * LCD/CRT
Aspect ratio 16:9
Easy to clean
Light transmission 22%
Surface finish Matt
Screen format Widescreen

Features

Cleaning cloth
Easy to apply
Installation type Magnetic
Easy to remove

Compatibility
MacBook Pro 2016, MacBook Pro
2018, MacBook Air 2018, MacBook
Pro 2017

Ergonomics

Maximum screen size * 33 cm (13")
Display diagonal (metric) 33 cm

Technical details

Certification TAA Compliant
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